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LEARN MORE about the hidden risks in your supply chain 
by reading our latest ebook, Future-Proofing Supply Chains: 
Supply Chain Sustainability and Key Trends in 2021.

[1] Bové, A. and Swartz, S. (2016), ‘Starting at the source: Sustainability in supply chains,’ McKinsey & Company, accessed (12.01.21) at:  
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/sustainability/our-insights/starting-at-the-source-sustainability-in-supply-chains
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avoid, and manage potential 

risks, including better 
distribution of risks by greater 
collaboration with suppliers
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unexpected financial and  
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Increased likelihood  
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low retention rates)
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FACTORS SHOWING SUPPLY 
CHAIN SUSTAINABILITY

Studies show that up to 90% of a company’s sustainability impact originates in their firm’s 
supply chain.1 As a result, corporations are looking closely at their supply chains through 
the lens of environmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG) issues. To help  
identify the hidden ESG risks in supply chain management, this infographic breaks down 
six factors for identifying strong and weak sustainability traits in any organization.
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